
COLOUR YOUR EASTER
Experiment this Easter to bring excitement to your bakery range

SEASONAL CLAIMS CONTINUE TO RISE
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CREATE EXCITEMENT WITH 
LIMITED EDITIONS 
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Source: Dawn Global Bakery Survey 2022
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a seasonal claim (Europe)

EASTER INSPIRATION: CRACKING NEW IDEAS FOR YOUR EASTER RANGE

European consumers like to try new food and 
food experiences

Keep it to the flavour 
classics. Chocolate and 

lemon continue
to dominate 

Easter launches 

Chocolate Brownie with
 Lemon Curd

Create your Easter bakery 
range for all consumers 

by including vegan and  
better-for-you 

alternatives

Vegan Carrot 
Cake Muffins

Pistachio and 
Raspberry Doughnut 

Celebrate the start of 
spring with colours of 

nature. Think green, blue, 
pinks and purple

EXPERT INSIGHTS
A conversation with…

What advice would you give bakers this 
Easter?

Like Christmas, Easter is an event steeped in traditions. 
Of course, I would recommend that bakers include classic 
bakes in their range this Easter but I also see it as an 
opportunity to shake things up. 

Every year, I’m seeing more and more experimentation on 
the market. For example, you can introduce your 
customers to a classic bake from another country like 
Polish Babka or Hot Cross Buns from the UK. We are 
also seeing flavour twists on a classic baked good which 
provides a ‘stepping stone’ to further exploration for 
your customers. My advice to bakers this Easter is to get 
the right balance between traditional and modern twists.

What is your favourite product to use at 
Easter?

My favourite product to use at Easter is 
Frangipane. This sweet almond inclusion works great 
with our fruit fillings like orange, blackberry or 
raspberry and will add colours to your Easter bakes. 
The combinations are endless with frangipane and 
can provide you with a great Easter limited edition 
product. 

Also, don’t hold back on colourful decorations and 
chocolate egg toppings. Easter is a great time to 
provide fun sweet bakes to your younger customers.

Frank Lengersdorf,
International Application Manager


